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Modeling Agency
Offer ends Jan 04, 2024

Position Opportunity Overview

The mission of Stellar Films and the Stellar Model is to facilitate the creation of art and bring
enjoyment to the masses. With paid vacations, cash bonuses, �exible hours, and evaluation for
promotion every 3 months, our models enjoy a versatile career path mixed with various activities

like attending events, starring in adult content,
photoshoots, video shoots), live streaming, traveling,
and performing in scenes.

Stellar models have a skilled team behind them, a team
trained in sales psychology and virtual marketing
equipped with the insight needed to control the
quality of the content ensuring maximum success for
our models. We provide all the training necessary for
their success in the industry with remarkable results
and require no experience! We prefer to craft baby
models into stars so that they start from scratch the
Stellar way.

This document will detail the relationship between
the Stellar Films agency and the models selected to be
signed with us.

Our Models Earnings
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All of our models start out at a hefty $30/hr with evaluation for a promotion after just
3 months that could bump them up to $35/hr.

Schedule

This is a full time position where our models get to be in front of the camera 30-40 hours a week.
Outside of shining on camera our models focus on things geared more toward self growth and
development which is intertwined into their daily lifestyle. The schedule of our models, outside of
their careers, include morning a�rmations, skin care regimens, staying hydrated, maintaining
�exibility by stretching, exercises for physical health, practice of routines in preparation for
performances, etc. (All of which are administered by their loving agency)

Whenever our models are scheduled for a destination shoot (a shoot involving traveling to unique
locations) They are given notice of travel plans a month ahead of time with details of the �ight
con�rmation sent to them and all travel costs covered. Whenever they are o� their shift on a work
trip/destination shoot then they’re free to enjoy the vacation. With �nancial support from their
agency, Stellar Models get to try new food all around the world with a daily company food budget!

Flexible hours are adjustable to our model schedule/preference, We take pride in making sure their
preference is highly considered. If they are more energized at certain times of the day then we will
look to schedule for that time more likely than not. :) Our schedule is never redundant and we go to
great lengths in making sure we maintain a fun and exciting work environment.

Benefits
● Frequent work vacations (with travel costs & hotels covered) where our models get to relax,

enjoy traveling the world and get paid simultaneously.

● Advanced payment, get paid for the work week before it’s even over!

● Stellar Models get to �y their hearts out with all �ights, hotel, and travel expenses paid for

during the destination shoots booked by their agency. We travel regularly to breathtaking

places of paradise all around the world such as in Puerto Rico, Miami, Hawaii, Greece,

Thailand, and more where our models get to relax, enjoy traveling the world and get paid

simultaneously!

● Our models get VIP admission and treatment when attending promotional events with the

agency at some of the world's most prestigious and largest conventions of their kind with
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access to iconic stars, celebrities, the unveiling of ground breaking technology, and

potential life changing exposure in Chicago, NYC, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Detroit, Vegas,

and more!

● All travel and boarding expenses are paid for during promotional events.

● Our agency ensures that everything she needs in order to work is taken care of!

● Our models start with time o� that they can use at any time on home base.

● Accumulation of vacation time (paid time o�) for every hour they work.

● Our models enjoy the luxury of having a creative and dynamic job that is stimulating, fun,

and has many advantages!

● Immediately following the completion of their �rst 6 months being signed with us, our

models are given a bonus of a minimum of $1000 and up to $2000 paid in their

preference of either cash, check, or direct deposit.

Details of Agency dynamic
This is an agency who takes great care and thought in the prosperity of our models. Beyond their

participation, doing their best, and taking direction well, we take full responsibility for our models'

success. We are their sponsors, we are their support system, we are invested in their success and

dedicated to ensuring that they have everything they need to be at their best. Everyone here at

Stellar Films works together as a family unit, mutually driven by the same goal, in that we are far

more powerful together than we could ever be alone. We take full responsibility for training our

models into stars: They will be trained in a psychological sales technique, persuasion, the art of

seduction, ancient beauty secrets, and modeling.

The Role of Our Agency

i. Maximize earning potential | Handling of sales and marketing tactics
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● Our advanced accountmanagement strategies are curated to keep
engagement high, retain loyal fans, and o�er an innovative
approach that forces customers to buy.

ii. Technology
● With use of our award winning equipment and top grade software

for post production enhancement by our trained professional
cinematographers, creative directors, the quality of content
produced by all Stellar Films contemporary models will always
consistently be of the highest quality.

iii. Schedule and shoot scenes
● All of the scheduling and arrangement of the models' professional

photoshoots, runway shows, and performative scenes will be handled
by the agency.

● We handle all production management, planning, shooting (all the
way down to the location, out�ts, props, script, lighting, etc) and
editing of the �lm and photography the model stars in when
conducted by us.

iv. Representation
● WeRead and respond to all inquiries and booking requests
● We o�er a dedicated ambassador interested in the models safety,

providing professional agency and protection in a savage industry.
● All applicants are vetted by the agency, we require a background check

and health clearances when necessary, o�ering emergency support
services in the unlikely chance they’re needed. The agency o�ers a
constant presence on the scene ensuring The Stellar Models comfort
and safety.

v. Curate their brand identity according to what's most pro�table in the
modern marketplace

● Chosen characters/personas' general style is already dictated for our
models. They are advised and taught on how this should be done.

● Provide out�ts, accessories, makeup, hair, production sets in the studio
and other �lm locations, endorsement of the model and evolvement of
their career
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vi. Relieving them of the entrepreneurship side of content creation
● We relieve our models of having to stress themselves with being a

salesman in between starring in �lms. Modeling is a full job in itself,
a proper team is vital to truly maximize earning potential.

● Whether or not anyone buys their content, our models get paid
regardless.

● We take on all the risk ensuring our models have no stress.

The Role of Our Models

An exclusive position reserved only for those who are entertaining, goal oriented, and charismatic.
here are what our models responsibilities consist of:

● Self captured lifestyle pictures and videos for social media when o� the clock

● Entertains & is memorable to fans, clients, patrons, etc.

● Collaborate with other models on group projects

● Events participation: promotional representation, sales generation, including promotional

items & merchandise

● Maintain photo ready appearance when on the clock (makeup, nails, hair, physical �tness)

● Promote brand’s integrity

● Team communication - communicate clearly

● Practice/development on certain skills (workout, practice facial expressions, practice dance,

practice performance, makeup looks, catwalk, etc)

● Travel to destination shoots

● Star in video shoots, photoshoots, live streams

● Clean work toys and station after streaming

● Follow the outline for livestreams and the script for scenes

● Answer all fans questions according to their persona (stay in character)
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● Be knowledgeable of persona assigned and maintain their image online and o�ine.

● Practice good conversation & entertainment skills

● Complete any assignments given

● Embody and adhere to their assigned personas aesthetic

Our Agreement
The �rst contract we o�er our models has a duration of 6 months with potential for renewal. In
this agreement our models commit to the Stellar Way: maintaining the image, virtue, and integrity
of the brand while embodying the core values of the company.

Procedures For Signing New Models
For models who are ready to get signed we start by checking eligibility. All someone who is

inquiring about becoming a model for Stellar Films needs to do is �ll out a model management

application form and submit the required info on our website. Once we receive their form and

photos they’ll typically receive a letter of initial acceptance or denial within a week. If the potential

model is initially accepted then an interview will be scheduled . If the model passes the interview we

arrange scheduling to begin their 14 day trial period. Following the trial they’ll receive their �nal

approval, and then �nally, they’ll be signed :’)

Requirements for our models

● No other full time obligations

● Must be able to commit to a healthy

lifestyle

● Must adhere to agency-prescribed self

care routines and regimens

● No prior professional experience in the

adult or modeling industry allowed

● Must be coachable

● Able/willing to travel on occasion

● Be physically �t enough to perform tasks

● Willing and ready to develop self in

mind, body, and spirit

● Enthusiastic and positive attitud


